Abstract. Context modeling is an extensively studied paradigm for lossless compression of continuous-tone images. However, without careful algorithm design, high-order Markovian modeling of continuous-tone images is too expensive in both computational time and space to be practical. Furthermore, the exponential growth of the number of modeling states in the order of a Markov model can quickly lead to the problem of context dilution; that is, an image may not have enough samples for good estimates of conditional probabilities associated with the modeling states. In this paper new techniques for context modeling of DPCM errors are introduced that can exploit context-dependent DPCM error structures to the bene t of compression. New algorithmic techniques of forming and quantizing modeling contexts are also developed to alleviate the problem of context dilution and reduce both time and space complexities. By innovative formation, quantization, and use of modeling contexts, the proposed lossless image coder has highly competitive compression performance and yet remains practical.
Introduction
Recently, there have been increased research interests in lossless image coding. Lossless image compression is required or highly desired by many applications, such as medical imaging, remote sensing, and image archiving. Lossless compression of continuous-tone images has remained a major challenge to the source coding community. More than two decades of research on the subject has made only marginal improvement in compression gains over the simple and popular DPCM predictive coding method; and done so unfortunately at a much higher computational costs than DPCM. The theoretical framework of lossless image coding has been and seemingly will continue to be predictive coding based on adaptive, statistical context modeling of images. Pixel values are entropy coded using estimated probabilities conditioned on the contexts or states in which the pixels are observed 2, 3, 6, 10, 13, 15, 16] . Some sets of previously coded pixels that are used in the modeling or prediction of the next unknown pixels are called modeling or prediction contexts of the unknown pixels. Context modeling for lossless image coding, in terms of maximum compression and engineering viability, would ideally satisfy the following criteria:
1. thorough decorrelation { the image modeler can completely capture the statistical redundancy of the source.
2. universality { the image modeler can quickly learn an unknown source statistics.
3. low computational cost { the contexts themselves, and the image modeling and prediction based on the contexts can be computed e ciently.
4. low space requirement { the space to store the contexts and the information associated with the contexts that is used in image modeling and predictions should not be excessive.
The criteria listed above are mutually exclusive. In practice, one has to balance high accuracy and adaptability with low time and space complexities of an image modeler or predictor. A simple and fast technique is the use of a linear DPCM predictor as those used in JPEG lossless mode. At the other extreme, modeling an image as a high-order Markov source can give provably asymptotically optimal compression performance but at prohibitive costs and under strict and often unrealistic assumptions. For continuous-tone images, the source symbols are drawn from a large alphabet whose size is 256 or larger. Consequently, the Markov nite-state machine becomes unwieldily large, incurring heavy computational costs on the time to estimate the conditional probabilities for each state and on the memory space to store the large number of states. Even more discouragingly, the large number of states also makes it di cult to estimate conditional probabilities by frequency counts within a single image. The image modeler cannot learn the source statistics fast enough to make a contribution to the compression of the very image being coded. This is referred to as the so-called \context dilution" problem 16] . Currently, many practitioners still consider the coding ine ciency caused by simple DPCM predictor to be small and justi able by the savings in computational time and storage. Reaching a better compromise between the preceding con icting requirements is the pivot of this work.
Our primary objective is to design a practical lossless image coder that has superior compression performance to the DPCM technique but at a competitive speed. The complexity constraints necessitate the use of heuristics and intuition in context modeling as opposed to the use of universal context modeling which has provable optimality based on stochastic complexity considerations 16]. Consequently, this work is more about the art than science of lossless image coding. On the other hand, whenever computationally feasible, we optimize the use of heuristics toward minimal codelength. From the operational point of view of context modeling, we investigate three problems. First, how to traverse the pixels of an image in such a way that the previously scanned pixels form revealing prediction contexts for as many future pixels as possible; second, how to control the potential combinatorial explosion in the number of Markov states involved in context modeling by context quantization; third, how to entropy encode prediction errors using a modest number of reliable conditional probabilities that are estimated by counting the previously occurred contexts and pixels. These problems are dealt with in Sections 2, 3, and 4 respectively. In Section 5 we discuss the issues in optimal context quantization for minimum codelength. In Section 6 we introduce a so-called error sign ipping technique to improve compression without extra computational cost. Then in Section 7 we integrate all materials of the preceding sections together, and give an overall description of the proposed lossless image coder. Finally, we present in Section 8 compression gains of the proposed lossless image coder in comparisons with the published results of some competitive existing methods.
Three-Pass Interlaced Predictive Coding Scheme
The majority of the current lossless image compression methods code the pixels in the raster scan order. As a result, the contexts available for image modeling cannot spatially enclose the modeled pixels. At any moment, only the pixels at the top and to the left of a pixel being coded are known to the both encoder and decoder so that they can be used in modeling and prediction. We call such a spatial con guration of modeling context the 180 type, since the modeling pixels only form a semicircle around a modeled pixel. Many image features, such as the intensity gradient, edge orientation, textures, can be better modeled in a completely enclosing context. We call a spatial con guration of modeling context that completely surrounds a modeled pixel the 360 type. Some hierarchical image coding methods, such as the HINT (Hierarchical INTerpolation) scheme by Endoh and Yamakazi in 1], the MLP (Multi-Level Progressive) scheme by Howard and Vitter 3] , and the lossy plus lossless scheme by Takamura and Takagi 14] , can provide 360 type modeling contexts. But in 1] and 3] the pixels in the 360 type contexts are distant from the modeled pixel, except at the bottom levels of the image pyramid; and in 14] a half of pixels in a modeling context are of insu cient precision, being drawn from a JPEG lossy image. These are drawbacks that prevent the formation of accurate and informative 360 type modeling contexts.
Ideally, one should optimize the pixel traversal order so that it can create modeling contexts to the e ect of minimizing the codelength. Due to the nite resolution of a digital image, the optimal traversal order clearly exists; but the optimal order is image-dependent, and computationally intractable. A heuristic solution to the optimization problem was proposed by Memon et al. 7] . They proposed to traverse pixels along a minimum spanning tree induced on the pixel grid. Although substantial reduction in the entropy of prediction errors is achieved by the traversal guided by the minimum spanning tree, the amount of side information to describe the minimum spanning tree to the decoder is large enough to cancel out the entropy reduction. Intuitively, we desire an image-independent (hence no side information required) order of traversing pixels that can provide adjacent, enclosing modeling contexts for a maximum number of pixels. We experimented with numerous possible pixel traversals including scans by space lling curves, and found the following three-pass interlaced sampling scheme to be the best in terms of overall compression gains.
The encoding, and accordingly the decoding, of an image is done in three passes. Each pass uses an interlaced sampling of the original image. Denote a continuous-tone image of width W and height H by I i; j], 0 i < W, 0 j < H. The rst pass encodes a subsampled W=2 H=2 image denoted by , with the following relation between I and i; j] = I 2i; 2j] + I 2i + 1; 2j + 1] 2 ; 0 i < W=2; 0 j < H=2: (1) Note that i; j] is not the average intensity of a 2 2 block as in conventional subsampling, but the average intensity of two diagonally adjacent pixels. This subsampling is designed to bene t prediction and the context modeling in the subsequent passes. The W=2 H=2 image 
where the predictor coe cients are determined by linear regression with a training set of images which include few of the test images that we use in Tables 1 and 2 in Section 8, and then rounded to integer powers of 2 to simplify the computation.
The second pass uses subsampled image as the prediction contexts to encode NH=2 pixels: I 2i; 2j]; I 2i + 1; 2j + 1]; 0 i < W=2; 0 j < H=2; (3) namely, the same pixels involved in the diagonal means coded by the rst pass. But in the second pass, individual pixel values will be resolved from the corresponding diagonal means. Again, the second pass proceeds in raster scan sequence. First consider the encoding of I 2i; 2j]. Fig. 1(b) is an snap shot of the second pass in which the un lled circle marks the pixel being currently coded, solid dots represent the pixels that have already been coded, and the diagonals are the two-pixel means from the rst pass. As shown by Fig. 1(b Larger 360 type contexts also exist and can be used in the third pass. For the compression results reported by this paper, we used the following linear predictor in the third pass. : (6) Clearly, progressive, multiresolution decompression is a natural by-product of the above three-pass encoding scheme. Successive passes of an image reconstruct it at increasing resolutions/precisions and bit rates. But the main purpose of the three-pass interlaced sampling scheme is to form adjacent 360 type modeling contexts for as many pixels as possible. In the consideration of the total codelength, the choice of the rst batch of \seed" pixels that form the adjacent 360 type contexts for future passes warrants special attention. We want to invest bits to gain future compression, but at the same time not let the investment cost o set the gain. In this regard, the recursive pyramid-like sampling schemes such as those in 1, 3] have disadvantages. The pixels to be coded at the earlier stages are far apart among one the other with little correlation, and consequently they can hardly be compressed. To alleviate this problem, the new method starts the encoding at a su cient sampling rate to ensure the existence of sample correlations even in the rst pass. To further increase the correlation at the highest level of hierarchical sampling, we set i; j] to be the average of I 2i; 2j] and I 2i+ 1; 2j + 1]. Note that the lattice consisting of pixels I 2i; 2j] and I 2i + 1; 2j + 1] represents the most e cient uniform sampling of a two-dimensional image space. Moreover, this choice of greatly bene ts the predictions of I 2i; 2j] and I 2i+1; 2j+1] in the second pass as we saw above. For the ease of implementing the proposed lossless image coder, we con ned the modeling contexts to a small locality of the modeled pixel, as illustrated by Fig. 1 . As a result, no large bu ers are needed by the encoder or the decoder in all the passes.
Context Modeling and Context Quantization
In each of the three passes, we need to entropy code the unknown pixels using estimated probabilities of the pixel values conditioned on the known contexts, or causal templates. In all three passes, we use the same templates as shown in Fig. 1 for both prediction and context modeling. Let x be the pixel to be coded, and x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x K be the values of pixels in a modeling context which surround the pixel x. For the modeling/prediction contexts depicted by Fig. 1 , K = 4; 9; 6 respectively for pass 1, 2, and 3. To minimize the codelength ? log p(xjx 1 ; x 2 ; :::x K ) of x, we would like to maximize the conditional probability p(xjx 1 ; x 2 ; :::x K ). Suppose that the pixels have an intensity resolution of Z bits. Then there are 2 ZK di erent contexts! Clearly, it is impractical to use the Markov model directly because of the excessive memory requirement to store the conditional probabilities for all possible states, and of prohibitive computational cost to estimate the probabilities. More importantly, the large number of Markov states prevents the Markov model from estimating the conditional probabilities, because even a very large image does not provide su cient samples to reach good estimates.
In order to drastically reduce the number of contexts, we have to quantize the contexts.
But the context quantization should not seriously degrade the performance of the contextbased entropy coder. We would like to get as much information as possible out of the original modeling contexts before their quantization. In order to facilitate context modeling of DPCM errors, we quantize the context x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x K that yields the DPCM predictionx to a binary number t = t K t 1 of K bits, where
Intuitively, t represents high-order spatial structures of the modeling context, an image feature that is indicative of the behavior of the DPCM prediction errors. We may view the proposed bilevel quantization of contexts as an inexpensive way of modeling frequency or sequency characteristics. The use of spatial texture structures in modeling of an image is most e ective when the known pixels x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x K form a 360 type context enclosing x.
A 360 type context allows a reliable modeling of higher-order structures which cannot be captured by DPCM, such as edges, corners, and textures.
Besides spatial texture patterns, the variability of x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x K also shapes p(ejx 1 ; x 2 :::x K ). Clearly, the variance of the conditional probability p(ejx 1 ; x 2 :::x K ) strongly correlates to the smoothness of the image around the modeled pixel x. To model this correlation with a small number of parameters and at a small computational cost, we de ne a so-called error strength discriminant to be = K X k=1 w k jx k ?xj:
We defer the issue of choosing the coe cients w k to Section 5 in order not to interrupt the ow of ongoing presentation. Now the problem is changed from estimating p(ejx 1 ; x 2 :::x K ) to estimating p(ej ).
To 17] . Again, we leave the detail of optimal quantization to Section 5.
By combining, via Cartesian product, the quantized error strength discriminant of L levels and the 2 K quantized texture patterns of (7) 
where (d; t) is the sample mean of conditioned on quantized context C(d; t). This in turn means that we will carry out context-based error modeling on rather than on e.
The context-based predictor _ x of (10) is more robust thanx because _ x can cancel out the prediction bias of the linear predictorx under the context C(d; t), if it exists or (d; t) 6 = 0. Now consider the entropy coding of the error stream with context-based error modeling.
Since the number of all possible states of C( ; ) is too large for conditional entropy coding based on p( jC( ; )), we need a way of merging di erent contexts in which p( jC( ; )) are close to reduce the number of contexts for conditional entropy coding. Recall from Section 3 that the error strength discriminant correlates to error variance. Thus we combine the modeling contexts of di erent spatial texture patterns but in a same quantizer pin of , and use only L conditional probabilities p( jQ( ) = d), 0 d < L, in adaptive entropy coding of . Since L is small, 8 or less, p( jQ( ) = d) can be satisfactorily estimated by conditional error histograms with no problem of insu cient sample populations, and at a reasonable computational cost. Consequently, an adaptive entropy coding, such as adaptive arithmetic coding, of the error stream = x ? _ x using the L context-based error histograms can approach optimal compression for the given number of estimated conditional probabilities in use.
By distinguishing between contexts C( ; ) for error modeling and contexts Q( ) for conditional entropy coding, and by estimating a single parameter like Ef jC( ; )g rather than conditional probability p( jC( ; )) given a C( ; ), we can alleviate the problem of context dilution, and hence employ a large number of error modeling contexts to exploit more complex error structures for improved coding e ciency. This is the most important feature of the proposed new context-based lossless image coding technique.
The improved coding e ciency by the new technique is made possible by a departure from an old and widely-used practice (in 3] for instance) of tting DPCM errors to Laplace (symmetric exponential) distributions 9]. Indeed, the distribution of DPCM predictive errors without conditioning on contexts is very close to a Laplace distribution. But p( jC(d; t)) can be highly skewed in high activity contexts. Context-dependent error distributions were rst studied by Langdon and Manohar 5]. They modeled and used the context-dependent error bias to the bene t of compression in a framework of adaptive binary arithmetic coding.
Without knowing this earlier work, we independently proposed the technique of using (d; t) for canceling predictor bias 18]. The two methods use di erent contexts in error modeling. The former uses quantized neighboring errors (\error buckets" as called by the authors), while the latter combines quantized texture pattern with quantized error energy level. Because the latter takes into consideration both the error and image features, it leads to better error modeling and hence higher compression as our experiments veri ed (see Section 8).
The two methods have di erent mechanisms of predictor bias cancelation, too. In 5] the o set value for error compensation is based on the probability of the sign-bit of error values conditioned on contexts, while our method uses the conditional sample mean (d; t). The use of (d; t) in error feedback shifts di erent conditional probabilities and centers them by their means. This creates a sharper unimodal composite probability, and hence reduces the entropy. In 5] the error modeler is integrated into a binary arithmetic coder. That design naturally leads to the use of sign bit in error modeling. But in the proposed algorithm, error modeling and error entropy coding are less coupled, which allows more exible error modeler design. As we will see in Section 6, we can also use the sign of (d; t) to improve compression further.
Optimal Context Quantization
In Section 3 we deferred the development of optimal context quantization to this section since the subject can be better studied after Section 4. First, let us reexamine (8) (11) over the training set. If time complexity is not of concern, the linear regression can be used to optimize for each input image. But on a single image basis, the compression bene t usually does not justify the optimization cost. Instead, weights w k should be optimized for classes of images o -line. In real-time coding process, suitable xed weights w k are used.
Once is optimized over a training set, we can then optimize the quantizer Q.
The quantization criterion is to minimize the conditional entropy of the errors based on p( jQ( )). In an o -line design process, we get a set of ( ; ) pairs from training images, and use the standard dynamic programming technique to choose 0 = q 0 < q 1 < < q L?1 < q L = 1 to partition the error terms = x ? _ x into L ranges: (12) such that
is minimized. As in the determination of , the design of optimal quantizer should be done o -line over a training set.
We need to point out that optimizing to be a least-squares estimator of jej and optimal quantizer design for minimum conditional entropy of are two separate processes, one after the other. They are not jointly optimal in the sense of minimizing (13), and cannot be made jointly optimal since can only be optimized with respect to e not . However, it is possible to successively optimize and Q. Given a we can optimize Q to minimize conditional entropy, and then given a Q we can optimize the coe cients w k such that is the least-squares estimate of the error magnitude, and so forth. Further study on this iterative quantization scheme is needed.
Note that the optimal context quantization should be performed separately for each of three passes, because di erent passes employ di erent contexts as shown in Fig. 1(a), (b) , and (c).
Error Sign Flipping
The signs of conditional sample means (d; t), 0 d < L, 0 t < 2 K , can be used to sharpen the conditional probabilities p( jQ( ) = d), hence reduce the conditional entropy of as explained below. Under two di erent contexts C(d; t 1 ) and C(d; t 2 ), two conditional sample means (d; t 1 ) and (d; t 2 ) could have opposite signs, re ecting di erent p( jC(d; t 1 )) and p( jC(d; t 2 )). For a xed 0 d < L, one can then split the conditional probability p( jQ( ) = d) into two p + ( jd) = p( jd; (d; t) 0); p ? ( jd) = p( jd; (d; t) < 0) (14) p + being the conditional probability of the errors e in contexts C(d; t) such that (d; t) 0, and p ? being such that (d; t) < 0. Clearly, the two conditional probabilities p + and p ? have lower entropy than p( jQ( ) = d). Splitting p into p + and p ? makes more distinctive error statistics available to the entropy coder. Seemingly, this splitting of conditional probabilities for entropy coding would double the memory use and dilute contexts. But a very simple technique can reap almost the same compression gain achievable by (14) without these disadvantages.
The conditional probability p( jQ( ) = d) is the mixture of p + ( jd) and p ? ( jd). We observed in our experiments that p + ( jQ( ) = d) and p ? ( jQ( ) = d) are approximately Figure 2 : Sharpening of a conditional probability p = p + + p ? by ipping p ? .
mirror images of each other as shown in Fig. 2(a) . A similar observation was made earlier by Fig. 2(b) . We now replace p( jQ( ) = d) withp( jQ( ) = d) in conditional entropy coding of to reduce the bit rate without using any extra memory or diluting contexts. This is because the number of coding contexts stays the same whether we use estimatedp( jQ( ) = d) or estimatedp( jQ( ) = d) in entropy coding. Suppose that the current context is C(d; t). Before encoding = x ? _ x, the encoder checks whether (d; t) < 0. If yes, ? , otherwise, is encoded. Since the decoder also knows C(d; t) and (d; t), it can reverse the sign, if necessary, to reconstruct . This simple technique of error sign ipping can improve coding e ciency because the context modeling of errors captures the statistical redundancy in the sign of . In essence, here we reduce the uncertainty of by predicting its sign based on the correlation between the sign of (d; t) and C(d; t).
Algorithm Description
In this section, we put all the prediction and context modeling techniques together introduced in the preceding sections, and give an overall description of the new lossless image coding algorithm, and its pseudo-code.
The new algorithm consists of three major components: adaptive prediction, context modeling, and conditional entropy coding, in which context modeling interacts with both prediction and entropy coding. To encode a pixel x in the context of x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x K , The encoder rst employs a linear predictorx = P 1 k K a k x k to capture the low frequency d; t) . The prediction error = x ? _ x or ? , depending on the sign of (d; t), is then entropy coded based onp( jd). As long as the same prediction and modeling context x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x K and the same context quantizers are used by the decoder, it can recover x upon receiving . To facilitate adaptive context modeling, both the encoder and decoder update (d; t) with the most recent observation = x? _ x in the current quantized context C(d; t) for (d; t) to be referenced in the next occurrence of C(d; t). To make the algorithm description more speci c and clear, we also present its pseudo-code: In step 0, di erent prediction contexts x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x K are used in di erent passes as depicted by Fig. 1 . As shown in step 4, computing the conditional sample mean (d; t) involves only cumulating the error terms for di erent quantized contexts C(d; t) and maintaining counts on the occurrences of C(d; t). Thus, the time and space complexities of the simpli ed context modeling scheme are linear in L2 K . We initialize N(d; t) to 1 to avoid division by zero in step 4.
Step 8 implements a simple mechanism of forgetting remote history to adapt to non-stationary sources. At a xed time interval, the algorithm reduces the weights of past samples at an exponential rate in time. Conditional entropy coding in step 9 can be carried out by any adaptive entropy coder.
To maximize the compression gain the algorithm uses an adaptive, m-ary arithmetic coder for conditional entropy coding of based on estimated p( jQ( ) = d). Even . This simple technique that has long been known to image coding community reduces the alphabet size, and consequently saves memory used by entropy coder and alleviates the context dilution problem in estimating p( jQ( ) = d).
Experimental Results and Performance Comparisons
In this section we report both lossless compression results and the actual CPU execution times of the proposed context-based lossless image coder. In our experiments, we chose ISO/JPEG test images and the 7-band TM Washington DC images (used in 3, 13]) which are commonly used in the literature to evaluate lossless image compression algorithms. Only the y or luminance component of the JPEG test images was used in our experiment. Tables   1 and 2 list the lossless bit rates of the proposed lossless image coder and some other related coders. The results of Table 1 are given in entropy, whereas the results of Table 2 The reported bit rates of the new method were obtained without any optimization with respect to individual images. In the three passes, we used the linear predictors given in (2), (4), and (6) respectively. Coe cients w k of (8) and the quantizer were determined through o -line training on a set of ve test images: \balloon", \barb", \gold", \band1" and \band2", and then they were applied to all test images. Speci cally, as described in Section 5, we determined the weights w k in error strength discriminant via least-squares linear regression, then designed the L-level quantizer to minimize the conditional entropy via dynamic programming. The o -line optimization process was carried out separately for each of the three passes, because each pass uses di erent contexts. The bit rates of our If the context quantizer is optimized for each individual image, a reduction of 0.03 bits in rates averaging over all test images was achieved. For most practical data compression systems, such a modest improvement probably does not justify the high computational costs of designing image-dependent optimal context quantizer.
The HINT results were obtained by a ve-pass interlaced sampling scheme as suggested in 1], but only using DPCM predictive coding without context modeling. The relatively poor compression performance of HINT is partly due to its ve-pass pixel traversal scheme whose rst three passes have to encode subsampled images of little correlations. We include the results of FELICS (Fast E cient Lossless Image Coding System) by Howard and Vitter 4] because the method is the simplest and fastest context-based lossless image coder known to us. But FELICS obtained bit rates just barely lower than those of simple JPEG DPCM schemes. Sunset is a lossless image coder based on context-dependent distribution shaping and parameterization 6]. UCM stands for the Universal Context Modelling algorithm proposed by Weinberger 16] . UCM algorithm, with its high time and space complexities, was not meant to be a practical lossless image coder, rather to nd probable lower bounds on bit rates that other more e cient methods can expect. The proposed technique in its lossless mode indeed got very close to the bit rates obtained by UCM; in some instances, it did even slightly better. Moreover, if optimization procedures of (11) and (13) were carried out for each image, lower lossless bit rates than UCM's can be achieved.
A signi cance of this work lies in its practicality. The new technique obtains higher compression at much lower computational costs than the recently published context-based lossless image coding methods 2, 3, 13]. It also o ers the features of progressive transmission. Two precursors of the new method by Howard and Vitter 3] and by Slyz and Neuho 13] di er from the new method mainly in how to compute the prediction contexts and the error statistics associated with the contexts. The method of 3] uses an approximate pattern matching technique to nd a set of k contexts that are the k closest to the current prediction context, and then estimates the error variance associated with the set. Then one of 37 predetermined Laplacian distributions whose variance matches the error variance the best is selected to drive an arithmetic coder to encode the prediction errors. The method of 13] is similar to 3] in estimating the variance of prediction errors by sampling in close contexts, and using a Laplacian distribution of matched variance in entropy coding. But the pattern matching part is implemented via a VQ classi cation of contexts. This involves expensive nearest neighbor search. Note that these expensive computations of 3, 13] are required by the encoding and decoding of each pixel.
The new method greatly simpli es the computations for context classi cation (quantization). It rst computes the prediction context C(d; t) by the simple thresholding scheme of (7) and the scalar quantization of , and then uses C(d; t) as an index to obtain (d; t) and p( jQ( For today's hardware environment, this memory requirement is by no means excessive.
In Table 2 , we list the compression results of the new method, Howard-Vitter's PPM method 3], Slyz-Neuho 's VQ method 13], and JPEG on TM Washington DC images. The compression results of the methods of 3, 13] on JPEG images were not reported in the original papers, hence they are missing in Table 1 . The new method has relatively small improvement over the other two context-based lossless compression methods. But the improved compression is obtained at much lower computational cost.
Conclusion
Context modeling of DPCM errors is shown to be an e ective technique for lossless image compression. To prevent the context dilution problem in error modeling, we estimate a large number of conditional error expectations but a small number of conditional error probabilities. The estimated conditional error expectations can be fed back to a DPCM predictor to cancel the context-dependent bias of DPCM errors, and hence improve coding e ciency at low computational cost. Furthermore, we also introduced new techniques for the formation and optimal quantization of modeling contexts. These techniques were integrated into a new lossless image coder that has signi cantly higher compression ratios than the JPEG lossless coder.
